GRAND PRIZE #1:
Quarter Cut Beef (donated by Jeff and Corinna Keller) - Amy Mouat

GRAND PRIZE #2:
Quarter Cut Beef (donated by Jeff and Corinna Keller) - Rona Hansen

OTHER PRIZES:

- Red E-Scooter (donated by Kurtz/Thomas families) - Jen Henderson
- Blue E-Scooter (donated by Kurtz/Thomas families) - Linda Johnson
- Silver E-Scooter (donated by Kurtz/Thomas families) - Charlie Foussard
- $100.00 Cash - Marie McPherson
- Silver Heart-Shaped Friendship Pendant (donated by Brandy Kurtz) - Darren Overlie
- Lights Basketball Vintage Game Shorts (donated by Lights Basketball) - Jasper Wendland
- Skylight Hat - Tana Windy Boy
- Skylight Hat - LeeAnn Lee
- Skylight Hat - Michelle Stubbs
- Skylight Hat - Marie McPherson
- NLASF Hat - Mike Piontkowski
- Rapid Runner Sled (donated by Brandy Kurtz) - Greg Mapes
- MSUN Skylight Practice Jersey - Annette Borst
- Yellow Tote Bag (donated by Beaver Creek Designs) - Kim Wassman
- Maroon T-Shirt (donated by MSUN Athletics) - Denise Windy Boy
- Cream Tote Bag (donated by Beaver Creek Designs) - Darren Overlie
- Grey MSUN T-Shirt (donated by MSUN Athletics) - Dan Edwards
- White MSUN Football T-Shirt - Mitch Rost
- Skylight Basketball T-Shirt - Jupe Compton
- Long-Sleeve Skylight Shirt - Craig Buettner
- Skylight “Think Pink” Shirt - Brandy Kurtz
- Skylight “Think Pink” Shirt - Norman’s
- Titleist NXT Dozen Golf Balls (donated by MSUN Golf) - Kevin Shaw
- Titleist NXT Dozen Golf Balls (donated by MSUN Golf) - Mike Schermel
- Titleist NXT Tour Dozen Golf Balls (donated by MSUN Golf) - Marty Mouat
MSU-Northern Skylight Basketball would like to give a huge thank you for your support!! Special thanks to donors for contributing exciting prizes, and thanks to all who purchased tickets. Your support is what makes MSU-Northern such an amazing place, and funds generated by the raffle go directly to the Skylight Basketball Scholarship.